**Object**

Guess which picture is in the Patient’s X-ray Sleeve and collect the most Bandages to win!

**Set Up**

1. The oldest player is the first Patient. The Patient chooses an X-ray Card and inserts it into their X-ray Sleeve **without letting the other players see** (set the others aside).

2. All the others players are the Doctors. They will try to diagnose the Patient.

3. Set the Diagnostic Board, Diagnostic Tiles, and Spinner nearby.

4. Keep the Bandages in a pile that everyone can reach.

**CONTENTS:**

6 X-ray Sleeves, 8 X-ray Cards, 1 Diagnostic Board, 24 Diagnostic Tiles, 36 Bandage Tiles, 1 Spinner, Instructions

---

**WARNING:**

CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Doctors Take Turns  The Doctors take turns spinning the Spinner and asking the Patient “yes” or “no” questions to find out which X-ray picture is in that Patient’s X-ray Sleeve.

1. Spin the Spinner  Follow the instructions below based on what the Spinner points to:

   - **Guess a Pattern** Pick ONE of the five patterns (dots, hearts, checkers, stripes, or flowers) and ask the Patient if the X-ray picture has that background pattern. The Patient must answer “yes” or “no.”

   - **Guess a Color** Pick ONE of the five colors (blue, yellow, green, red, or purple) and ask the Patient if the X-ray picture has that background color. The Patient must answer “yes” or “no.”

   - **Guess a Tool** Pick ONE of the five tools (stethoscope, magnifying glass, reflex hammer, syringe, or thermometer) and ask the Patient if that tool is in the X-ray picture. The Patient must answer “yes” or “no.”

   - **Give a Bandage** Give one Bandage to the Patient and spin again.

2. Mark the Diagnostic Board  Based on the Patient’s answer, the Doctors use the Diagnostic Tiles to eliminate pictures on the Diagnostic Board by covering them up. See the two examples on the right.

   - If the Doctor spins a **Guess** but can no longer put Diagnostic Tiles on the board because those spaces have already been eliminated, they must give a Bandage to the Patient.

3. Guess the X-ray Picture  After marking the Diagnostic Board, the Doctor may choose to guess the X-ray picture.

   - **If the guess is correct**, the Doctor gets a Bandage. This round is now over and it’s the next player’s turn to be the Patient. (See **Starting a New Round** below.)

   - **If the guess is incorrect**, the Patient gets a Bandage and the Doctor’s turn is over. Now it’s the next Doctor’s turn to spin and turns continue until a Doctor guesses the X-ray picture correctly.

Starting a New Round  The new Patient chooses an X-ray Sleeve and inserts a new X-ray Card into it. The Doctors empty the Diagnostic Board. After each player has been the Patient once, the game is over.

Ending the Game  The game ends when each player has been the Patient once. The player with the most Bandages at the end of the game is the winner!